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Presentation Notes
Using your mobile device, you can find other LinkedIn members in your surrounding vicinity of up to 100 feet (30 meters). If both you and another member have the feature active, you can send a message or invite them to connect.To use the Find Nearby feature:Activate Bluetooth on your mobile device. In the LinkedIn mobile app, tap the My Network tab.Tap Find nearby at the top of the screen.You may be prompted to allow LinkedIn to connect to your device Accessories, which will allow Bluetooth to work with the LinkedIn mobile app. Follow the prompts, or navigate to your settings directly to update your preferences:Tap Enable > tap OK.Tap Enable Bluetooth sharing > toggle to allow LinkedIn to access Bluetooth Sharing.Once you've enabled Bluetooth sharing, you can discover others nearby while viewing the Find Nearby screen.You'll see a list of people who currently have the Find Nearby feature active. Tap the name of the member's profile you want to view. 



540M 
M E M B E R S  J O B S  

11M 
C O M P A N I E S  

18M 50K 
S K I L L S  

29K 
S C H O O L S  
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TWO NEW MEMBERS JOIN PER SECOND.



What about Greece?  



1.4M 

MEMBERS JOBS 

1K 
COMPANIES 

11K 30 
SCHOOLS 

36% 
MORE VISITS MONTHLY THAN THE 

AVERAGE ACTIVE MEMBER 
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TOTAL POPULATION – 11.15M (79% Urbanisation) INTERNET USERS – 7.81mmSOCIAL MEDIA USERS – 5.7M



VIDEO  
 
 
 

BY THE NUMBERS 

Video is 
 Growing 

Spend on In-feed 
video advertising 
has nearly 
doubled and is 
now the most 
popular format, 
accounting for 
52% of video 
spend. 

BY 2021, 80% 
of all mobile 

traffic is 
expected to be 

video. 
Cisco Research 

Time 
Sensitive 

Native  
Video 

59% of 
company 
decision 

makers would 
rather watch a 
video than read 

an article or 
blog post.  

16 Video Marketing Statistics to Inform Your Q4 Strategy 
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/video-marketing-statistics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big trend that will be discussed today is video – where it has come from and where we each anticipate it is going. I think it’s important to start this conversation by recognizing the fact that marketers are looking to invest in video more than ever before. You may have heard this before, but by 2021, 80% of all mobile traffic is expected to be video. That means if you haven’t already started think about video for your brand, you have about three years to ensure that it’s a vital part of your marketing strategy. Secondly. Video is also very convenient. It’s much easier to absorb information straight in the feed as opposed to having to go skim through articles or blog posts. And so, 59% of company decision makers would prefer to invest their time watching a video.Impressively, marketers are already on the trail and are recognizing the importance of in-feed video. Not only does this create a seamless experience for the viewer, it also less intrusive.



ROLE OF THE VIDEO ROLE OF THE VIDEO 

LINKEDIN DATA 

Video is being shared 20 
times more than any 

other type of content 
across LinkedIn. 
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Presentation Notes
Native video ads represent the next evolution of LinkedIn Sponsored Content that lets B2B brands engage with business decision-makers throughout the buyer’s journey on LinkedIn. Unlike pre- or post-roll videoads, video for Sponsored Content lives directly in the news feed as a standalone post. Since launching our private beta in October, over 700 advertisers have tested video for Sponsored Content to highlight notonly their products and services, but also their company mission, customer success stories, and thought leadership content.We can’t drive relevance without contentWe can’t build our brands without contentWe can’t drive engagement without contentWe can’t have a presence in the media without contentWe can’t build relationships without contentWe can’t nurture without contentWe can’t generate leads without content



VIDEO FOR BRANDS 
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• MINDSET 
deliver the right content 
to the right member at the 
right time 

• TRUST 
be authentic in a brand 
safe environment 

• TARGETING 
Convert video viewers 
into quality leads, 
visitors, and followers 
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MindsetResearch conducted by Nielsen found that the biggest challenge for marketers was reaching the right audience in the right context. LinkedIn members use the platform to invest their time in growing their knowledge base and connecting with their network. Therefore, when they are using the platform they are investing in themselves, what a better scenario to be able to reach them with the right content at the right time? Furthermore, we know that professionals invest their time in watching good quality content, and that’s why we recommend a length of 30 secs – 2 mins for B2B Video (unlike B2C which is less than 30 sec)Trust LinkedIn is a trusted and brand safe environment, LinkedIn’s mission is to make the worlds professionals more productive and successful. As a company therefore, all that we do is aimed at putting our member experience first and not to jeopardies any experiences.Targeting Without accurate targeting, your ads won't be seen by the right audiences. With LinkedIn’s suite of B2B targeting capabilities available for video for Sponsored Content, you can find your audience by traits like job title, seniority, company name, industry, skills, and more. Through video on LinkedIn, you can also integrate with further technologies. For example, if your goal is to generate leads, you are able to integrate a lead gen form into a sponsored video unit and capture the profile information from the members profile straight into your CRM system such as dynamics, salesforce etc.---Video provides flexibility for explaining more complex products or servicesVideo gives more room for storytelling 



33.85%  

average view rates 
 

$0.06 

Cost-per-View  
63% below average benchmark 

BRAND AWARENESS AND LEAD GEN - TRAVEL 

MULTI PURPOSE FORMAT 
KLM focused on telling a story that would 
resonate with their target audience 
(business travelers) and drive social action. 
They also used video across the full funnel. 

http://bit.ly/2oUuuWJ  

"Video stands out because it 
doesn't tell, but it shows. On a 
platform where there's more 
business content, the video stands 
out more, especially on LinkedIn." 

KLM 

 Case Study: Here. 
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Used video full funnel 

http://bit.ly/2oUuuWJ
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/case-studies/klm
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VIDEO FOR 
MEMBERS 

• “The act of making movies has 
never been easier — getting 
people to care about them has 
never been harder.” 

       C.Mason Wells 
 

• Give your connections an 
insight into your world 
 

• Position yourself as a thought 
leader 
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LinkedIn members have also embraced organic native video as a new and creative way to share knowledge and express themselves.As much as video is great for promoting business, it can also be used to improve your professional brand. By utilizing video you are able to share your personal story, and make an impact on others through sharing skills and knowledge. Through detailed insights you can also get a strong understanding of who is engaging with your content. Sharing your story allows members to understand your brand, boost brand awareness and develop stronger, more meaningful relationships with your audience. 






Best practices to keep in mind 

Plan video 
content 
based on 
your 
objective 

Different 
metrics matter 
depending on 
your marketing 
objective. 

Think like a 
silent film 
director 

Video ads auto-
play on mute. 
Focus on 
making your 
video visually 
compelling so 
you get your 
message 
across. 
Remember 70% 
will be viewed 
on mute 

Create 
mobile-first 
video 

Create video 
that not only 
looks good on 
a mobile 
screen, but 
build for a 
mobile 
mindset. 

 

Use video 
length to 
your 
advantage 

Shorter videos 
get better 
completion 
rates, but 
longer videos 
perform 
equally well 
when trying to 
tell a complex 
story. 
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70% watch video on mute, make sure you have subtitles. BEST PRACTISES Plan video content based on your objectiveTrying to get the word out about your brand? Position yourself as a thought leader, tell your brand story, or share stories of customer success. Or if you’re generating leads, show a quick demo, webinar sneak peek, or event preview to compel your audience to take action.Understand which metrics matter most to you before launching your video campaign.A few to consider:Brand awareness: Consider measuring impressions, views, and view rates. Brand consideration: Measure view rates, completion rates by quartile, clicks and full-screen plays.Demand generation: Conversion rates, leads (if you’re using Lead Gen Forms), and cost per conversion.Optimize your video for success. The content is at the heart of a successful video ad campaign– keep it concise, visually compelling, and focus on the storytelling to drive your point home. Capture your audience’s attention, and make sure they see what you want them to see in the first few seconds of the video. Attention drops abruptly in the in the first 10 seconds, your job is to capture the member’s attention early to retain their attention throughout the video .Think like a silent film director: a large portion of members will watch your ad with the sound off! Consider burning in subtitles into your video to help get your message across to more members.Optimize your video length for your objective:A study by LinkedIn found that video under 30s saw a 200% lift in completion rates. But the same study found that longer form content also drove as much clicks and views as shorter videos, as they help to tell a more complex story behind the brand.Test and optimize your videos. A/B test video length:1.Short (5-15 sec): “gif”-like videos looping the same animation, or “cliffhanger” videos that encourage members to learn more.2.Medium (~30 sec): establish your point in the first 5 sec, then drive it home.  Strong examples include quick product overviews or “talking head” interviews. 3.Long (1 min+): customer case studies do especially well; those that appeal to emotion or impart knowledge (i.e. snippets from a recent webinar).A/B test the intro text– try calling out your audience, or removing the intro text altogether.A/B test different content – for example, try different customer testimonials to see which resonates most with your audienceA/B test different landing pagesTest one variable at a time!Create video for mobile-first. Create video that not only looks good on a mobile screen, but build for a mobile mindset.



Thank You  
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